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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about the interpretation of an execution plan? (Choose three.) 

A. The cost of the entire plan is indicated by the line with Id 0 and always includes both I/O and CPU resources. 

B. The ROWS column indicates the cardinality of each operation and is always calculated by dividing the total number
of rows in the table by the number of distinct values in the column used in the WHERE clause predicate. 

C. A TABLE ACCESS FULL in the Operation column for a query with a WHERE clause occurs only if no index exists for
the filter column. 

D. An INDEX UNIQUE SCAN in the Operation column always implies that only one row will be returned. 

E. A HASH JOIN in the Operation column always implies that two tables are joined by using an equijoin. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the parameters set for a database instance: The database supports a mixed workload. Users complain about
the increased response time of a few DSS queries. During investigation, you execute the query: 

Based on the output, which two are possible ways to improve the performance of the queries? (Choose two.) 

A. Enable temporary undo. 

B. Enable Automatic Memory Management. 

C. Increase the number of DBWn processes. 
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D. Enable Automatic Shared Memory Management. 

E. Increase the value of the SGA_TARGET parameter. 

F. Increase the value of the PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET parameter. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Users complain about increased response time for queries in your production database that supports an OLTP
workload. On investigation, you notice a large number of db file scattered read, latch: cache buffers lru chain, and latch:
cache buffers chains wait events: 

Identify three possible reasons for the increased response time. (Choose three.) 

A. too many sort operations being performed 

B. repeated simultaneous access to a block or small number of blocks 

C. the shared pool is inadequately sized 

D. queries not using indexes and performing full table scans 

E. queries repeatedly fetching blocks that are not in the database buffer cache 

F. cursors are closed explicitly after each execution 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 4

You are administering a database that supports an OLTP workload. Users complain about the degraded response time
of a query. You want to gather new statistics for objects accessed by the query and test query performance with the new
statistics without affecting other sessions connected to the instance. 

The STALE_PERCENT statistic preference is set to a default value and the STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is set to
TYPICAL. 

Which two actions would you take to accomplish the task? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the STALE_PERCENT statistic preference to a higher value than the default, and then gather statistics. 

B. Set the STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter to ALL for the instance. 

C. Set the INCREMENTAL preference to TRUE, and then gather statistics. 

D. Set the OPTIMIZER_USE_PENDING_STATISTICS parameter to TRUE for the session in which you want to test the
query. 

E. Set the PUBLISH statistic preference to FALSE, and then gather statistics. 

F. Set the NO_INVALIDATE statistic preference to TRUE, and then gather statistics. 
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Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to upgrade your production database from Oracle Database 11g to 12c and also to introduce new objects to
the database. You also want to upgrade the hardware. You have already created a test system with the upgrades to be
made to the production database. As part of the testing, you want to: 

analyze and compare the overall database workload with concurrency and transaction characteristics find SQL
statements that might get regressed because of the upgrade analyze execution plans for SQL statements for which
performance might get regressed analyze the impact of new schema objects on database performance 

Which two tools would you recommend to achieve the objective? (Choose two.) 

A. Database Replay 

B. SQL Tuning Advisor 

C. SQL Access Advisor 

D. Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) compare periods report 

E. SQL Performance Analyzer 

F. Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) compare periods report 

Correct Answer: BE 
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